Stac Pollaidh for Connoisseurs
Sunday 28th April 2019
Stac Pollaidh, in the far NW Highlands, is a fantastic little mountain. Despite
being only 613m high, it has more character than many a higher peak. All
routes to the top involve some degree of scrambling, and the views of loch,
sea and mountain are just reward. On this day we plan to avoid the “tourist”
route and do full justice to the mountain, with a longer complete traverse of
the ridge. This also allows us to visit the true summit, which many people
don’t reach. This involves Grade 2/3 scrambling, and plenty of exposure, but
your guide will keep you safe and secure, using a rope where necessary.

The view North from the summit

Itinerary
Sunday 28th April 2019
Meet in Inverness at 08:15(location TBC), travel by road to Stac Pollaidh ( allow
2 hrs). Ascend and traverse Stac Pollaidh and return to Inverness by early
evening

Your Guide
Jonty Mills, local Mountaineering Instructor (MIA) & Full Member, Association
of Mountaineering Instructors. To lead clients on graded scrambles and rock
climbs in the UK a guide should either be a full Member of the Association of
Mountaineering Instuctors (AMI) or the British Mountain Guides (BMG)—your
sign of quality and professionalism. Don’t accept anything less!

Experience needed
You should have some experience of UK mountain walking, and done some
basic Grade 1 scrambling (or have a good head for heights!). No technical
climbing experience is required. You should be fit enough for a 6 hour day on
the hill, but well-constructed paths speed us in and out of the scrambling with
relative ease so this is not a “big” day by Scottish standards.
For an explanation of UK Scrambling grades see our website

Cost/Booking
£ 90 per person.
Two spaces per guide. I run this day on a 1:2 ratio, which ensures maximum
safety and attention for you.

Includes return transport from Inverness (if wanted), a day’s professional
guiding and use of any technical equipment required e.g. harness, rope, helmet
A general summer kit list is available on our website www.onhighhills.com
For enquiries please contact me on

jonty@onhighhills.com

A booking form is available on our website by clicking here
Dates don’t suit? Get in touch to discuss a private trip.

